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Nature and Scope

INTRODUCTION

Cost Accounting is recent development in field of
accounting. It is basically concerned with classifying,
recording, and appropriate allocation of expenditure to
determine cost of products or services. It is application
of accounting principles and costing methods for
ascertainment of cost, so that it can be compared with
previous experiences and standards. It is the mechanism
by means of which cost of products or services are
ascertained and controlled. It lays down all accounting
procedures related to recording of all income and
expenditure and preparation of periodical statements and
reports with object of minimizing the cost. It also enables
controlling of cost and helps management to take
decisions related to cost. The basic aim is to control the
cost and reduce it to minimum possible level. In this
chapter, we shall discuss cost accounting, its need, its
objectives, its advantages and also the installation of
costing system in an organization.

CHAPTER AT A GLANCE

NEED FOR COSTING

Every activity involved in production of goods or

providing services involves some expenditure. This

expenditure may be direct or indirect; the major purpose

of such activity in business organization is to generate

profit. Therefore, in order to achieve the goal of earning

profit a firm should clearly identify the basic elements

of a transaction which are Cost, Profit and Price.

For example, a mobile company launches a new

mobile phone with excellent features to capture market.

It has to incur Rs. 2000 for material, Rs. 3000 for labour,

Rs. 2500 for other expenses on every set produced by it

and supplied in market. The company has fixed the

selling price of the mobile phone at Rs.10,000 per piece.

Thus the cost of the phone is Rs. 7500 (2000 + 3000 +

2500, its selling price is Rs. 10,000; and clearly the profit

per piece is Rs. 2500 (10,000 –7500).The management

requires all such information for purposes of planning,

cost control and decision-making. Financial accounting

fails to fulfil this need of management which leads to

development of new system of accounting cost

information of each product, job department, process,

etc. is available. All these deficiencies of financial

accounting gave birth to “Cost Accounting”.

LIMITATIONS OF FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING

(i) It is limited to provide with the information

regarding income, expenses, assets and

liabilities. It does not provide any constructive

knowledge about for each department, process,

and unit of organization.
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(ii) It does not classify expenses as direct, indirect,
fixed and variable. It also not shows controllable
and uncontrollable items separately.

(iii) It does not provide analysis of process and also
not differentiate between various types of losses.

(iv) It does not fix standards or norms against which
different cost items can be compared.

(v) It does not provide management information
regarding the prices of products manufacture or
services provided due to which management
faces difficulties in fixing selling price of the
product.

(vi) It contains actual information at the end of
specified period so it is not possible for
management to have the cost data at frequent
intervals.

(vii) It does not provide the reasons for losses or profit
because the information is not provided product-
wise.

COSTING AND ECONOMY

Costing is also a necessity for modern economy.
The features which establish necessity of costing can

be summarized as follows:

(i) Global Competition: There is high degree of
competition in global market, to counter this
competition, producers need to have strict
control over cost and must follow sound pricing
policies.

(ii) Limited Resources: There is limited availability
of resources. Therefore economic utilization of
resources should be done in order to reduce
wastages and losses.

(iii) Complex Management: The management of
organizations, specially of industries is really
tedious as it requires action at every stage of
operation and also demands regular monitoring.

(iv) Fast Decisions: Quick decision-making is
required on basis of information available.

(v) Social Responsibilities: Every business
organization has a responsibility towards society
in terms of proper quality, reasonable prices,
proper supply etc.

(vi) Optimum Profit: Every organization is set to
earn profit, this can be achieved by efficient
performance in activities like financial,
production, marketing etc.

Looking at the above points, it can be concluded
that costing is a unifying force behind business success.
It performs all the functions which are required for a
firm to enhance the revenue generation. Its main features
like resource management, removal of wastage, pricing,
management of processes, decision-making, fulfilling
social responsibility etc. contributes to making large
profits.

DEFINITION OF COSTING AND
COST ACCOUNTING

Costing is a technique and process of determining
cost. It lays down rules and principles which are applied
for ascertaining the cost of products manufactured and
services provided.

The term “Cost Accounting” refers to the process
of accounting for costs. In this process firstly, the income
and expenditure are recorded, and at last the periodical
statements and reports are prepared to ascertain and
control cost.

Generally, the word “Costing” and “Cost
Accounting” differs but in actual practice these terms
are used interchangeably.

“Costing” is the classifying, recording, and
appropriate allocation of expenditure to determine cost
of products or services; and for presentation suitably of
arranged data for purpose of control and guidance of
management. The Institute of Cost and Management
Accounts (ICMA) of UK made distinction between cost
accounting and cost accountancy. It defined latter as
“The application of costing and cost accounting
principles, methods and techniques to the science, art
and practice of cost control.”

The word cost accountancy is replaced by cost
accounting these days. According to ICMA, “Cost
Accounting is that part of management accounting
which establishes budgets and standard cost and actual
cost of operations, processes, departments or products
and the analysis of variances, profitability or social use

of funds.” Thus it can be said that:
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(i) Cost accounting is process for accounting for
costs.

(ii) It lays down accounting procedures to record
all income and expenditures related to product
manufacture.

(iii) It provides all the statistical data for making
future estimates.

(iv) It is a mechanism to ascertain cost.

(v) It involves functions of analysis, recording,
comparison, reporting, and establishment of
budgeting of standards.

OBJECTIVES OF COST ACCOUNTING

The main objectives of cost accounting are:

(i) The foremost objective of cost accounting is
to ascertain the cost of production and services
rendered.

(ii) To determine the selling price of product.

(iii) To classify different cost elements.

(iv) To identify causes of wastage and application
of remedies to remove them.

(v) Reduce and control cost through comparisons
and analysis.

(vi) To help management in formulating policies
and taking decisions.

(vii) It leads to judgement of efficiency of
organization as a whole as well as department-
wise.

(viii) It produces statements at such intervals as
management requires. It is essential for
management to review production, sale, profit
etc.

At last it can be concluded that costing is an
essential branch of accounting.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN COST ACCOUNTING
AND FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING

The differences can be summarized as follows:

S.No. Cost Accounting Financial Accounting

1. Its main purpose Its main purpose is to

is to control cost. reflect financial position of
firm.

S.No. Cost Accounting Financial Accounting

2. There is no format There is a fixed format of

to make these making financial accounts

accounts as it is which is followed

made for internal throughout the world.

management.

3. It is not mandatory It is mandatory for every

for every firm to firm to have these

have these accounts.

accounts.

4. It records both It records only monetary

monetary and non- transactions.

monetary.

transactions.

5. It presents cost It presents financial

information at information once or

frequent intervals. twice a year.

6. Cost Accounts do Financial Accounts require

not require auditing.

auditing.

7. In this, profit is In this, total profit of firm

reflected segment- is reflected.

wise.

8. It provides the It provides the information

information required by share holders,

required by creditors, employees.

management.

9. It classifies Transactions related to

expenses into receipts and payments are

material, labour classified into debit and

and direct, indirect. related entries.

10. In this, expenses In this, transactions are

 are shown in shown into forms of

accounts like cost accounts which are

sheet, contract balance sheet and P&L

account. account.

11. It maximizes It generally computes the

efficiency of major trends which have

operations. already taken place in
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S.No. Cost Accounting Financial Accounting

previous accounting
period.

12. It doesn’t form It forms basis for

basis for determination of tax.

determination of

tax.

13. Stock is valued by Stock is either valued at

LIFO or FIFO historical cost or market

methods. price whichever is lower.

ADVANTAGES OF COST ACCOUNTING

After understanding meaning, objectives,
differences between cost accounting and financial
accounting now let us list the advantages of cost
accounting, which are as follows:

(i) It helps in output planning and also provides
information regarding production, cost,
material, labour etc.

(ii) It increases overall productivity of business by
eliminating all unproductive activities, losses,
wastages etc.

(iii) Compilation of reliable cost data.

(iv) Preparation of budgets and estimating profits.

(v) It sets standards and norms which helps in
measuring performance of organization.

(vi) Determination of selling price of product
manufactured.

(vii) Estimations of income and expenditure in
advance.

(viii) It also controls inventory.

(ix) It provides profit and lays down its causes.

(x) It identifies cost of working below installed
capacity.

(xi) It helps management to take decisions like:

 Level of output.

 Buying decision.

 Replacement of machinery.

 To shut down or continue during depression
period.

 Acceptance of order.

 Introduction of new products.

 Replacement of labour with machinery.

Due to the above listed advantages costing is now
also used by institutions like Banks, Schools, Hospitals,
and Local Authorities etc.

Proper costing enables consumers to get products
at fair price, employees to get bonus, investors and
bankers to evaluate profitability.

INSTALLATION OF COSTING SYSTEM

Costing principles and procedures have to be
applied in each organization according to its own
characteristics and environment. A properly made
costing system can help organization to achieve success.
Therefore in order to introduce costing system it is
advisable to conduct investigations in respect of:

(a) Product

(b) Organization

(c) Manufacturing process

(d) Selling and distribution methods.

It should be ensured that:

(a) Organization is distributed to minimum.

(b) Gradually the system is implemented.

(c) Process of costing should be compact and
meaningful.

(d) Procedure should be economical and simple
to operate.

(e) It should be able to generate reports required
by management at frequent intervals.

 Before installation costing objectives and possible
practical difficulties in process of introduction of system
should be properly assessed.

Possible Difficulties

The possible difficulties generally faced in
introduction of costing system are:

(i) The system indulges heavy cost.

(ii) Unavailability of efficient and trained staff.

(iii) Resistance from staff due to increase in
workload.

(iv) Top management may not agree for
introduction of the system.

Factors to be Considered

The following factors must be considered before
installation of costing system:
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